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“Beautifully written, expertly researched and masterfully presented, this tour of how heaven has
been understood throughout history is absolutely fascinating.” —James Martin, SJ, author
of Jesus: A PilgrimageA smart and thought-provoking cultural history of heaven.What do we
think of when we think about heaven? What might it look like? Who or what might be there?
Since humans began to huddle together for protection thousands of years ago, these questions
have been part of how civilizations and cultures define heaven, the good place beyond this one.
From Christianity to Islam to Hinduism and beyond, from the brush of Michelangelo to the pen of
Dante, people across millennia have tried to explain and describe heaven in ways that are
distinctive and analogous, unique and universal. In this engrossing cultural history of heaven,
Catherine Wolff delves into how people and cultures have defined heaven over the centuries.
She describes how different faiths and religions have framed it, how the sense of heaven has
evolved, and how nonreligious influences have affected it, from the Enlightenment to the
increasingly nonreligious views of heaven today. Wolff looks deep into the accounts of heaven to
discover what’s common among them and what makes each conception distinct and
memorable. The result is Beyond, an engaging, thoughtful exploration of an idea that is central
to our humanity and our desire to define an existence beyond death.



Praise forBeyondby Catherine Wolff“Full of absorbing detail . . . Ms. Wolff writes with clarity and
style, and she attempts to understand each conception of heaven, however distant from her own
Roman Catholic belief, on its own terms.”—The Wall Street Journal“Beautifully curated . . . a
reassuring guide for the spiritually curious.”—America Magazine“Beautifully written, expertly
researched, and masterfully presented, this tour of how heaven has been understood
throughout history is absolutely fascinating.”—James Martin, S.J., author of Jesus: A
Pilgrimage“With exquisite care, Catherine Wolff plumbs the human longing for a transcendent
world, the perennial ground of incredible imaginings. This fine book—crossing boundaries of
history and culture, time and belief—puts the question with power: Is the longing for some
‘beyond’ a mere projection, or is it an inbuilt promise? Whatever else readers make of Catherine
Wolff’s exhaustive survey of other worlds, they will come away from this celebration of an
unflagging human hope more firmly rooted in the world we have, this heaven on earth.”—James
Carroll, author of The Truth at the Heart of the Lie and An American Requiem“I’m very, very
impressed by Beyond—so beautifully researched, comprehensive, learned, and friendly in its
presentation. It’s the finest overall book on the afterlife that I have ever read.”—Ron Hansen,
author of Hotly in Pursuit of the Real and Mariette in Ecstasy“This spirited inquiry into the
intriguing enigma of life after life is a revelation, moving deftly from ancient religious systems into
modern secular attempts to pierce the mystery of what comes after. This seemingly otherworldly
business proves to be our most enduring earthly preoccupation, binding us together across
ages and cultures. The study of heaven, Catherine Wolff proves in her clear-eyed, grounded
prose, is the most human thing about us.”—Patricia Hampl, author of The Art of the Wasted
Day“Within this slim book, there is a capaciousness of soul. You don’t have to be a believer
(which I decidedly am not) to admire the erudition and fine feeling Catherine Wolff brings to
human musings and longings regarding the great beyond.”—Rebecca Newberger Goldstein,
author of Plato at the Googleplex“Wolff’s sprawling book could almost function as a world
religions text. . . . An enlightening read for those curious about what may happen after we die,
whether they’re people of faith or not.”—Booklist“With eloquent reporting on various cultures and
faiths, the author presents her work as ‘a history of hope.’ . . . A soulful, far-reaching primer on
what lies beyond.”—Kirkus Reviews“Elegant . . . wide-ranging . . . spiritualists of any stripe will
find much to ponder.”—Publishers WeeklyALSO BY CATHERINE WOLFFNot Less Than
Everything: Catholic Writers on Heroes of Conscience from Joan of Arc to Oscar
Romeroriverhead booksAn imprint of Penguin Random House LLCCopyright © 2021 by
Catherine WolffPenguin Random House supports copyright. Copyright fuels creativity,
encourages diverse voices, promotes free speech, and creates a vibrant culture. Thank you for
buying an authorized edition of this book and for complying with copyright laws by not
reproducing, scanning, or distributing any part of it in any form without permission. You are
supporting writers and allowing Penguin Random House to continue to publish books for every
reader.Riverhead and the R colophon are registered trademarks of Penguin Random House
LLC.Grateful acknowledgment is made for permission to reprint from:“The Glory” from Miracle



on 10th Street and Other Christmas Writings by Madeleine L’Engle, compilation copyright ©
1998 by Penguin Random House LLC. Used by permission of Shaw Books, an imprint of
WaterBrook Multnomah Publishers, a division of Penguin Random House LLC, and Crosswicks,
Ltd. All rights reserved. Print and electronic rights administered by Shaw Books. Audio rights
administered by Crosswicks, Ltd.Excerpts from “Little Gidding” from Four Quartets by T. S. Eliot.
Copyright © 1942 by T. S. Eliot, renewed 1970 by Esme Valerie Eliot. Reprinted by permission of
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company and Faber & Faber Ltd. All rights reserved.This
page constitutes an extension of this copyright page.The Library of Congress has catalogued
the Riverhead hardcover edition as follows:Names: Wolff, Catherine, 1952– author.Title:
Beyond : how humankind thinks about heaven / Catherine Wolff.Description: New York :
Riverhead Books, 2021. | Includes bibliographical references and index.Subjects: LCSH:
Heaven. | Future life.Classification: LCC BL540 .W65 2021 (print) | LCC BL540 (ebook) | DDC
202/.3—dc23LC record available atLC ebook record available atFirst Riverhead hardcover
edition: May 2021First Riverhead trade paperback edition: May 2022Cover design: Vi-An
NguyenCover art: (top) John Constable, Cumulus Clouds over a Landscape, 1822. Photo ©
Agnew’s, London / Bridgeman Images; (bottom) © Lee Campbell / Bridgeman ImagesBook
design by Amanda Dewey, adapted for ebook by Maggie
Huntpid_prh_6.0_140138125_c0_r0For my family, the great cloud of witnessesIn paradox and
storyParable and laughterFind I the gloryHere in hereafterMadeleine L’Engle, “The
Glory”ContentsIntroduction: At the Horizon of the KnownPART I. IN THE BEGINNINGChapter 1.
Seek and Ye Shall FindChapter 2. OriginsChapter 3. The Sacred FirePART II. ANCIENT
RELIGIONSChapter 4. An Imagined WorldChapter 5. The Realm of Endless LightChapter 6. As
Though It Were a DreamPART III. JUDAISMChapter 7. The Eternal CovenantChapter 8. No Eye
Has Seen ItChapter 9. The Gates of the ImaginationChapter 10. TodayPART IV.
CHRISTIANITYChapter 11. Jesus on EarthChapter 12. Staying AlertChapter 13. Augustine’s
VisionsChapter 14. Many HeavensChapter 15. They Had Love AlwaysChapter 16.
Predestination for GloryChapter 17. Eternal ProgressChapter 18. God’s New CreationPART V.
ISLAMChapter 19. The Path to the AfterlifeChapter 20. Companions of the GardenChapter 21.
The Goal of You All Is AllahChapter 22. For God to DecidePART VI. HINDUISM AND
BUDDHISMLooking EastChapter 23. Life after Life after LifeChapter 24. Gone to GodChapter
25. The Path to EnlightenmentChapter 26. The Clear LightChapter 27. If We Could Only
AwakenPART VII. WE SHALL NOT CEASE FROM EXPLORATIONChapter 28. Voices from
BeyondChapter 29. The Beyond WithinChapter 30. Beyond Time-SpaceChapter 31. The Vastly
Alerted MindChapter 32. The Universe AwakeningChapter 33. At the End of All Our
ExploringAfterword: Death Is the Mother of
BeautyAcknowledgmentsNotesBibliographyIllustration CreditsIndexintroductionAt the Horizon
of the KnownIn every man’s life there are moments when there is a lifting of the veil at the
horizon of the known, opening a sight of the eternal.We do not leave the shore of the known in
search of adventure or suspense or because of the failure of reason to answer our questions.



We sail because our mind is like a fantastic seashell, and when applying our ear to its lips we
hear a perpetual murmur from the waves beyond the shore.• Abraham Joshua HeschelMy
father lay dying after ninety-five full years. Family members kept vigil during those last days as
he slipped in and out of consciousness. Dad spoke only twice. First he said: “Well, I’ve stopped
trying to figure it all out.” Then a day or two later he came round again and said: “But the thing is,
I don’t know where to go from here.”My sister, keeping watch, replied: “Straight ahead, Dad,
straight ahead.”Straight ahead, yes—but where exactly? As years have passed, and friends and
relatives have gone straight ahead, I find myself wondering where they might have gone.I have
always believed that our path through life does not end at death. And like all of us, I want to see
friends and close family again. I especially want to drink a bottle of good red wine with my
brother Bill, and see if we’ve figured anything out yet. I have both apologies and thanks for my
parents, and would dearly love to meet Mary Magdalene and Rumi and William James and, dare
I say, God.But who am I to undertake a quest for life beyond this one, given the heroes and
visionaries who have traveled there throughout the centuries—Gilgamesh; Enoch; Julian of
Norwich; Dante; Black Elk; the Buddha? I am neither heroine nor scholar, prophet, mystic, or
priest. I am simply a woman with enough curiosity and faith, family and friends to sustain me in
this effort. All visions of life beyond are reflections of the ideas and practice of a given culture
and a given time, but thanks to my moment in history, I can explore both historical and
contemporary belief.—This book is not a comprehensive history of how humans have sought life
beyond—such a thing would be impossible. Rather, it is a record of my own search for
knowledge and hope for continued life. I have drawn from many fields—theology and history,
anthropology and psychology—to understand the beliefs of individuals, communities, and faiths.
I have learned a great deal from scholars, but their theories and explanations are framed by the
limits of their fields, and by their own interest or personal engagement. Thus I came to rely on
believers for my sense of how we think about life beyond life.There were as many views as there
were believers. Some might see this lack of uniformity as an indication that faith traditions are
losing their appeal and their authority. But I suspect that if I had been working in the third or the
fifteenth century, I would have found a similar range of speculation and belief. And the very fact
that I could find so many people willing to share their visions with me, in what is a fast-paced,
intellectually sophisticated, highly secular environment, is testimony to the continuing relevance
and vitality of our quest for life beyond our earthly existence.Part IIn the BeginningoneSeek and
Ye Shall FindI learn by going where I have to go.• Theodore RoethkeWhen I started imagining
life beyond, I called it heaven. Most of the people I knew growing up did. My earliest visions were
those of a little kid enduring frigid San Francisco summers: heaven would be a bright, sunshiny
blue-sky place where each person had her own cloud with a swimming pool in it. God did not
figure much, nor did my noisy family. I would be alone in the sunshine (and the pool!) forever.In
the ensuing years, I came to see heaven as a state of bliss in union with God and the blessed
departed, a state I would earn through a life lived by the conventional moral code. I figured that
was as far as one might legitimately speculate. I had no idea the extent to which my ideas of



heaven were a product of my time and my Christian tradition, as “heaven” turned out to be only
one of the many ways we humans have envisioned life beyond.To make sense of it all, I had to
make my way through a thicket of competing, even contradictory, information, argument, belief,
and expression. And at every turn I was faced with the flawed and whimsical nature of my efforts,
the folly of describing something beyond time and space in terms limited by those realities. But
that’s what we have to work with.Life beyond may exist in time, or in eternity. It may be where we
come from—as Plato believed—or where we may go in mystical experience; our destination
when we die, or even later. There may be a progression of stages through which we mature
spiritually so that we might escape the cycle of rebirth, as in Eastern religions, or we may have
just one shot at redemption. We may reach life beyond as soon as we die, or have to wait until
the end of the cosmos.Life beyond is generally characterized as good, although with the need
for social order and the development of moral codes it came to have darker regions as well. We
may require salvation for our sins, or we may be predestined in some way. There may be a
messiah, as in the Jewish and Christian traditions, or we may have to save ourselves. In a rare
instance of agreement, most people hold that the way we live our lives on earth affects our
prospects for life beyond, through good deeds and compassion for others.Some believe that we
will be fully aware, even that our consciousness is the very bridge to another reality. Others
suggest that our individual identities may not carry over, and that we will lose ourselves in the
divine. We may be alone, or with others, or one with the universe. Life beyond may be a “place”
or “state” of universal gratification, or we may simply get what we want. Which may include final
death, complete cessation.Finally, there is the question of a God or gods, whom we may or may
not encounter in this life or in the next. The divinity may be a loving Person or an all-
encompassing Mind or the ultimate mathematical harmony.The wonder of it all is that, despite
not knowing where we are going or what it might be like, we keep yearning for life beyond. In this
we are fueled by the terror of death, of the loss of our selves; by the desire to be free of suffering
and rewarded for our struggles. But our hopes seem also to be fueled by an intrinsic sense of a
reality that transcends our limited earthly existence and that beckons to us. From the first
stirrings of human spirituality to present-day exploration of the frontiers of our minds, we have
sought to respond, and in doing so we have found meaning in our lives that goes beyond the
limits of self and survival, and of death.—For much of human history, we have found meaning
through belief in God, interwoven with hopes for ultimate union with him. For believers, God is
the reason there is anything at all, the source and sustenance of the universe, our world, you
and me. It is God who beckons to us, and God in whom we shall find our eternal home.The
existence of God or gods has never been a foregone conclusion, however. There was a rich
array of viewpoints among the ancient Greeks. The Older Sophist Protagoras wrote, wistfully, “As
regards gods, I am unable to know either that they exist or that they do not, or what form they
have. For there are many obstacles to knowing: the obscurity of the matter, and the shortness of
human life.” The philosopher Epicurus embraced an empirically based, naturalistic view of the
world and human societies. If there are gods, they have no interest in us; we have no soul, and



death is the end. The atomists espoused the intriguingly modern view that the basic
components of the universe are simple, indivisible, indestructible particles and that every
phenomenon is due to random motions of these particles coming together to form complex
entities in space. The gods themselves were, like us, born of pure chance.On the other hand,
there is a considerable body of Western thought that makes the case for the existence of God.
One argument holds that there must be a God because from the beginning of the universe there
is an observable, orderly chain of causes that can only be accounted for by a first cause, a self-
created Being who simply is. Another demonstrates the existence of God through the fact that
the universe is ordered in a purposeful way so as to sustain life—as G. K. Chesterton put it, “One
elephant having a trunk was odd; but all elephants having a trunk looked like a plot.” Other
arguments are based on the existence of a moral law that cannot have its origin in the natural
world, or on miracles, which exceed the power of nature and violate its laws and can only be
explained by supernatural intervention, which is to say God.But religious faith does not rest on
reasoned arguments alone. When believers explore the realm of religious thought—certainly
when they pray—their horizons open wide, and the existence, the immanence of God, becomes
a distinct possibility. And through myth and ritual and community, believers find inspiration and
solace and a way of life that will lead them to a rendezvous with God. For the mystics of every
religion, this takes place in the here and now. For the rest of us, it will come at the end of our lives
or at the end of the cosmos. Until modern times, the beliefs of religious faith traditions were the
main repository of our hopes for heaven and union with divinity, and we look to them to teach us
why and how it is that such hopes are continually renewed.—I was on a trek across the Sierras
one summer with a group of friends, including a number of soulful burros who carried our
equipment and provisions. When night fell we’d face the dilemma of whether to leave them tied
up. If we did, they’d be ready to go the next day, but they’d have methodically eaten everything in
reach. If we left them free, we’d hear a rustling around four a.m.: they’d be drifting off, uphill or
down, through trees or open space, always east, sometimes for a mile or two, following some
deep calling. They were seeking the light slowly dawning on the world.Those who recognize
themselves as creatures of God instinctively seek the light, and its source. Indeed, as the
ancient theologian Longinus wrote, “The extensive reach and piercing speculation of the human
understanding passes the bounds of the material world, and launches forth at pleasure into
endless space.” But God also seeks us. In the last months of his life, before he died of brain
cancer, my brother Bill—the one I want to drink that bottle of red wine with—was often told by
well-meaning people that he was going to God. But in prayer he discerned something altogether
different, and spoke wonderingly of his sense that God was coming toward him. He was not so
much being wrenched out of this life in his prime as being approached by God moving into his
life, calling to him.We must seek if we are to find, and the search to find God in this life, and thus
to join God in life beyond, can be daunting. But we have all been called. As Saint Augustine
prayed, “You have made us for yourself, O Lord, and our hearts are restless until they rest in
you.” And we are guided by “the Spirit that comes from God, to teach us to understand the gifts



he has given us.” Finally, we are not alone: there are prophets and saints in every faith tradition.
Moses led his people in the desert; Muhammad is his people’s moral exemplar; Siddhartha
taught the way; Jesus is the mediator, embodying the human and the divine.Whatever path we
take, we must search using all our ways of knowing—philosophy and theology, science and
experience. But when our accustomed ways of knowing do not suffice, religious believers turn to
faith, and it is through faith that we reach beyond this existence. In turn, we find another way of
knowing, which is nothing less than “collaboration with the mind of God.”A cautionary note here.
The fullest religious quest is grounded not only in the intellect and in the soul but also in the
body, and everything and everyone we encounter in our lives. Too much religious belief is
dualistic: the mind and spirit are innately pure while the body is innately degraded. But we come
to knowledge and understanding through our bodies, through our senses and emotions and the
sheer wear and tear of life. We leave our bodies behind (for a while, or for good) at death, but we
live our earthly lives in them, and should cherish the ways in which they lead us to God.The very
effort to follow the path of faith, to find God in the moment and in our ultimate rendezvous,
enhances our ability to do so. There are times when we are confident, but also times when we
are in the desert—world-weary, despairing. And yet so many saintly people—Mother Teresa,
Abraham Joshua Heschel, Dietrich Bonhoeffer—say that when God seems far away, when we
cannot find him, we can still be faithful to the times when we have felt faith. The wise course is to
find peace with questions, with doubt, rather than through prefabricated conclusions; to pursue
clues of the divine without feeling obliged to prove anything. As the poet Christian Wiman writes,
“Truth inheres not in doctrine itself, but in the spirit with which it is engaged, for the spirit of God
is always seeking and creating new forms.”—Religious faith provides a pathway to life with God,
during our time on earth and after our death. But along with the challenges of pursuing such a
path, we are faced with the stark limitations of our earthly existence, bound as it is by space and
time. How can we conceive of something we’ve never experienced directly, that by definition lies
beyond us? That has always been sought, but never quite found? All the information gathered,
all the arguments considered, are not enough for us to glimpse what lies beyond this existence.
If we can do so at all, it is through the alchemy of the imagination.Author John Cornwell told me
of an old friend who sought the divine not through creation or revelation but through
understanding the self. He believed we are born with the notion of an ideal self that has a whole
range of virtues and qualities that we are conscious we don’t measure up to. This ideal self
springs from the imagination and is nothing less than the reflection of the divine in the world. It is
through the creative, one might say sacred, exercise of the imagination that our very souls
arise.The workings of the imagination are mysterious. Samuel Taylor Coleridge described the
imagination as the power “to shape into one,” so that unconscious elements emerge into
consciousness, making a meaningful whole of sensations, language, memory, and perceptions.
We moderns are accustomed to applying a scientific standard to reality: a given phenomenon
must be objectively verifiable, preferably through measurement. But the imagination gives rise to
interpretations—maps, poetry, paintings, creeds, diagrams—that can be just as valid. Such



figurative language and representation, symbol and ritual, express the dynamic connection
between the human mind and the universe and point us toward things beyond. Indeed, the
history of belief in heaven (or hell or transcendence) is the history of our imaginings about it. We
are authors of an ongoing story whose conclusion, if it has one, lies beyond our natural
horizon.The imagination is what a creative person lives on, and so I asked the author Tobias
Wolff (with whom I converse regularly, as he is my husband) how it works for him. He was
emphatic: all the things we think and do are entwined with the imagination, as it creates in us the
capacity to decide what to do going forward, whether meeting a friend for lunch, planning a trip,
or writing a story. He does not make the common distinction between the imagination and
reason, which often carries the implication that the imagination is just froth, lacking the
substance of observable concrete reality. Wolff points out that it is convenient to divide things
that way but that our lived experience tells us otherwise. Still, he understands the distinction
might be comforting: “The thing about imagination is that it represents a potentially riotous and
uncontrollable part of your life, and some people fear that.”One can appreciate the risk, but then
there is the adventure. The imagination provides a way to escape from everyday reality, to move
beyond the self. And it can take us in unexpected directions. Wolff described The Stranger as a
novel its author, Albert Camus, did not mean to write. In public statements, Camus spoke of the
character Meursault in heroic terms, and framed his impending execution in such a way as to
recall Jesus’s crucifixion. But the Meursault in the novel is a self-justifying liar and murderer. This
Meursault is actually a much more interesting, complex figure than the simple truth-teller Camus
described, and the novel accedes to greatness precisely because of those complexities.What
accounts for this difference between the intention and the achievement? Wolff believes that “in
the creation of art, if you’re lucky, something unexpected happens—you do something even
better than you intended. The greatest work somehow has taken a step beyond what you
imagined it would be.”Wolff does not take the imagination for granted, however. “It is a gift, and
gifts can’t be commanded. They come when they are given.” He believes most artists
understand that there is something inexplicable about the imagination, and that to try too hard to
figure out where the gift is coming from can compromise it. “An open and welcoming heart is the
best way to invite imagination, and a grateful heart when it comes. I see why people think of it as
a sacred gift, because it’s like grace.” It is no surprise that Wolff believes that imagination can be
a path to spiritual experience.—We can embrace a higher reality, and we can be moved and
inspired by ideas of the soul and of God and a heavenly destination. But we can never describe
them directly. Concepts are too abstract; sensory impressions are transient. The imagination,
through its language of symbols, implies things beyond; what we see through a glass darkly is
not illusion but another realm of reality. But as the psalmist wrote, deep calls to deep and
through disciplined spiritual practice, through the dedicated use of the imagination, we may
ourselves participate in that reality. The hope for union with God may be realized—however
fleetingly—in this life, a taste of what is to come.twoOriginsAnother world to live in—whether we
expect ever to pass wholly into it or not—is what we mean by having a religion.• George



SantayanaThe historical religions that have played a central role in inspiring and preserving
ideas about what might lie beyond earthly existence have flourished for some five thousand
years. But how is it that we came to have such ideas at all? What is it about human nature and
our capacities developed through evolution that gave rise to our sense of other realities?The
origins of our belief in life beyond lie in the fact of death and the fears we hold in common with
our remote forbears. There is evidence of ritual disposal of the dead in caves from at least
200,000 years ago, and possibly as long as 2.5 million years ago.We share an ancestor from
500,000–750,000 years ago with Neanderthals, whose genes many of us still carry. (In fact, one
of my most highly evolved friends recently found that he is 3 percent Neanderthal.)Still, there is
an ongoing debate as to whether Neanderthals were a subspecies of Homo sapiens or a more
distant relative. Modern human supremacists regarded them as savage and stupid. We now
know otherwise: Neanderthal anatomy suggests that they could speak; they vanquished rhinos
and made jewelry and tools, ate chamomile and marine mammals and used toothpicks. And
they buried their dead. Grain and flowers (indicated by pollen traces), flint pieces, stone axes,
remains of food offerings have been found at burial sites. Were these things just gifts, or could
the Neanderthals have been provisioning the dead to continue life on the other side? We have
no evidence of ceremonies performed at Neanderthal graves, but they concocted paint and
used special feathers that may have been used in rituals.If Neanderthals buried their dead with
deliberate offerings as supplies for the next life, would that be a convincing argument that they
were more than lower-class relatives? Indeed, why can’t preparation for the afterlife, which
implies hope and expectations, be a defining characteristic of humans?We were successful at
keeping our numbers up, enabling the spread of innovations that helped us survive, while
groups such as the Neanderthals faced insurmountable challenges and eventually died out. Or
they became part of us, and passed down not only their genes but also their intimations of an
afterlife.—Human faculties that are the cornerstones of religion and our orientation toward life
beyond evolved slowly. Archaeologist Steven Mithen locates their origins in the brain, describing
a process where we went from all-purpose learning and decision-making to specialized
intelligences such as social interaction, dealing with the natural world, technical intelligence for
making and using tools, and linguistic intelligence. Over a long period—from 30,000 to 60,000
years ago—we developed what’s called “cognitive fluidity,” the capacity for knowledge and ideas
to flow freely between these areas of specialized intelligence, which in turn provided us with new
ways to think and act. As for consciousness, it too arrived gradually, but eventually we woke
up.While Mithen finds the roots of our capacity for religious belief and ritual in the brain,
sociologist Robert Bellah makes the case that they are based in social interaction. Even though
evolution has required an ongoing struggle for existence, humans have always engaged in play
as well. It gives rise to a wide range of physical and behavioral capacities such as
communication, innovation, and creativity, and enables us to push our horizons beyond
everyday life. Bellah believes that playful nurturance is the earliest manifestation of what we call
love, and that play can become ritual that sustains and enriches a culture. Indeed, it was play



that opened up for our remote ancestors the first alternative reality, leading to our discovery of
“possible worlds, multiple realities” whose “consequences we could not live without.”The origin
of language is still a matter of debate. Some locate it in the communication involved in play, while
others emphasize the anatomical development that enabled us to learn new sounds and to
control our vocal tracts, cavities that filter those sounds. It was relatively recently, roughly
100,000 years ago, that we began to speak the way we do now, and as for writing, that came
much later during the fourth millennium bce.—Somewhere in these vast stretches of time,
humans began to seek meaning, and therein lies the dawning of spirituality and eventually
religion. Many consider this development a product of evolution as well, as seeking meaning
pushes us toward understanding, which leads to increased mastery over our environment.
Through his encounters with the inhabitants of Tierra del Fuego at the tip of South America,
Charles Darwin came to believe that the notion of a god was generated in our evolving minds,
arising from the fear that came from living in a harsh and hostile world and the sense of a lofty
divinity manifested in an oceanic feeling. Darwin did not consider such feelings to be evidence
for the existence of God, but he acknowledged that there was another argument for belief that
had more weight, one we can take to heart. The argument “follows from the extreme difficulty or
rather impossibility of conceiving this immense & wonderful universe, including man with his
capacity of looking far backwards & far into futurity, as the result of blind chance or
necessity.”Darwin seems to have longed for a creator, a source of the wonder he observed in the
natural world. His writings reflect a growing sense that evolution was not just about physical
entities, that it had religious and moral implications. But they held no place for philosophy or a
divinity—God was a projection that crystallized rules to be passed on. Nevertheless, Darwin was
intrigued by the notion of immortality and acknowledged that such instinctive belief could be
found all over the world.—There came a time, some 40,000 years ago, when human culture
exploded, either through a kind of “big bang” or as the result of a gradual process among
different populations. The evolution of our brains and social interactions brought about the
transformation of our relations with each other and with the natural world. And we began to
express ourselves through art.Art is manifest in all areas of human life: it is in our nature to
create and express symbols to communicate meaning. This involves planning and executing
works so that the meaning that inspires us will be accessible to others. It is impossible to say
when art began, because we have no evidence as to the function of certain prehistoric artifacts,
but we can speculate that some already served this expressive purpose. Certainly artifacts at
burial sites give us clues about the origins of religion, the result of the integration of many
different forms of intelligence in the early human mind.Consider the gravesite in Sungir, Russia,
from about 28,000 years ago. The bodies of a young girl and an old man are decorated
elaborately with beads and pendants that indicated their status, their relationships with other
people, and their group affiliation. These artifacts are both aesthetically valuable and rich in
social information, and their inclusion in their owners’ burial is also a clue that their death may
have been seen as a transition to a subsequent life. And belief in survival after death leads to



belief in nonphysical, spiritual beings and another world to live in.Anthropomorphic images in
cave paintings, which may have been the site for ritual activity, indicate stirrings of such faith.
Human attributes were given to objects and animals, and eventually to gods. Cave paintings
reflect a mythological world we glimpse in late Paleolithic paintings in a cave in France, Les Trois
Frères. A human figure with animal features set high above a mass of animals may well be a
shaman who communicated with supernatural beings or who was himself regarded as
supernatural. Such inspired ones, messengers who moved between worlds, were empowered to
enact rituals that have direct bearing on our lives, and our deaths. A passage beyond had been
established.threeThe Sacred FireThey had what the world has lost: the ancient, lost reverence
and passion for human personality joined with the ancient, lost reverence and passion for the
earth and its web of life. Since before the Stone Age they have tended that passion as a central,
sacred fire. It should be our long hope to renew it in us all.• John Collier, U.S. Commissioner of
the Bureau for Indian AffairsReligious belief among indigenous, primal peoples, transmitted
orally for untold generations through myth and practice, reflects a worldview that many of us
today have lost. Still, we can speculate in an informed, imaginative way about how primal
religions came about. The British politician and scientist John Lubbock, a protégé of Darwin and
a pioneer in the study of prehistoric humans, proposed five stages in the evolution of religion.
The first was atheism, but the experience of dreaming, in which one left one’s body at night, and
the sense of one’s shadow being a soul of sorts, may have prompted the earliest religious
stirrings. If there was life beyond death, it would have been only for a few days as the soul
lingered.The next stages were fetishism, wherein one caught a deity in an object—a rock, an
animal—and made it do one’s bidding; and totemism, a view of nature as a repository of good
and evil spirits. The emergence of shamanism was for Lubbock a sign of a transition to higher
forms of religion. At this stage, gods lived in a separate realm, where only shamans could visit
them so as to serve as conduits for messages from the gods to the people.The final stage,
idolatry, involved fashioning gods in human form. Lubbock believed that this stage arose when
royal power became linked with divine power: at his death, a human king would become
associated with the gods. Lubbock concluded that in the earliest manifestations of religion,
theological notions about a soul, a creator, an afterlife, or a supernatural realm would have been
vague, but eventually there emerged belief in “universal, independent, endless
existence.”Another set of stages has been set forth by Merlin Donald, a psychologist, neural
anthropologist, and cognitive neuroscientist who draws on a century’s worth of scientific
research beyond what was available to Lubbock. Donald sees the roots of religion reaching back
long before humans arrived on the scene. As long as two million years ago, there emerged in
primates and eventually humans a “mimetic” culture that was pre-language and based on
gesture and imitation. It gave rise to ritual, which is so very effective in making beliefs feel real—
and though ritual predated religion, it still lies at its very heart. Early people participating in ritual
likely experienced a “collective effervescence” arising from the sense that those gathered were
special, bonded in the moment. We still do: it’s that electrical current that courses through a



gathering of people in St. Peter’s Square when we witness the pope hugging a child or whenever
we hear a powerful exhortation such as Martin Luther King’s “I Have a Dream” speech.In
addition to ritual, mimetic culture enabled the development of language anywhere from 100,000
to 250,000 years ago. It was about that time that our ancestors realized they had a past, a
present, and a future, and they started telling stories, first through oral and much later through
written expression. Eventually we reached a theoretic stage when we began to question our old
narratives and beliefs. This development made possible the Axial Age, an era midway between
the development of writing and our own time, a time of great cultural, philosophical, and religious
innovation manifested in Greece, India, and China between the eighth and the third centuries
bce. It was during that time that we began to think about how we think, and gave birth to the
world’s great historical religions that are still alive today.—But we are getting ahead of ourselves.
There is scant available evidence from Paleolithic peoples, who lived as early as 3.3 million
years ago, that indicate there was music, possibly song and dance and ritual. Thus we need to
reconstruct how religious belief developed, weaving together the living evidence of
contemporary primal peoples with that of long-gone primal cultures.In The World’s Religions,
scholar Huston Smith set forth guiding principles: primal peoples are neither backward nor
uncivilized; they are apart from us, and their oral mode of expression is different from, not inferior
to, our literacy. In preliterate societies, anything that must be remembered must be spoken
among people. Memory is collective, and its accumulation and refinement of information serve
as an “ongoing, empowering seminar.”The beliefs of primal peoples do not emphasize an
afterlife, although there are many stories about where we might go after death. Their sense of
time, place, and nature is firmly rooted in the present. Time is based not on chronological
sequence but on causation, so that what is “past” is what is closer to the origins of things. The
cycle of the seasons is a constant backdrop untouched by time, for each year the world is
renewed in its original sanctity. Primal peoples are present in many different dimensions, which
they regard as “everywhen.” We moderns are used to the notion of “everywhere” but not that of
“everywhen.” We have lost this rich way of apprehending and experiencing reality.Primal peoples
are embedded in a concrete place in which all things have their rightful position in the sacred
order. They are embedded in their tribal relationships, in every aspect of their lives together, as
well as in nature. They recognize a common, shared life between humans and animals—and
even the inanimate—that is sustained in harmony with the “living womb” of the cosmos. Such
embeddedness leads to religious expression that is not so much worship as participation in a
sacred order in which they join with each other and with their ancestors—venerated as being
closer to the source of things—and with nature itself. Everything is sacred; there is no need to
define it as such through religion. Nor is there any need to focus on another life separate from
this one—life is everywhere, and everywhen.—The longest continuous history of any human
culture—going back 50,000 to 65,000 years—is that of aboriginal Australians, who are firmly
embedded in the sacred order. Their religion is Tjukurrpa, the Dreaming, which exists before and
after life on earth. Dreaming stories are passed down, following the precedent of the ancestors,



and told in many ways, through music, dance, and art. Images of the Wandjina, powerful cloud
and rain spirits, are repainted regularly, image over image over image. The expression of the
Dreaming in rituals is an essential responsibility and source of virtue for Dreamers, and is known
as “looking after country.”The religious world of Dreamers is populated not by gods but by
legendary figures who originated hunting, love, maleness, and femaleness. A primal person
engages in these aspects of life with a sense of profound identification with an originator such as
Warramurrungundjui. Human life began when she emerged from the sea, gave birth to the first
people, and endowed them with language. She planted food and made waterholes for her
offspring, and then turned into a rock.The ongoing process of identification with the originators
serves to link people to their land, their past to their present, in a ritualized life wherein the
“everywhen” becomes the now. Not surprisingly, death is not seen as a cessation of life, which is
a never-ending cycle. Rites conducted over the deceased are aimed at moving her along to her
next phase of existence. There is a sense that the life subsequent to this one will be lived out in a
remote location—under the ground or the sea, or in the sky-world. It may not be much different
from the life the deceased person just concluded, although some part of her may merge with
ancestral figures or even become a spirit trickster.—Such radical integration with the natural
order of things is seldom encountered in the modern world, but now and then we get a glimpse.
The priest and social psychologist Diarmuid O’Murchu tells a story of the Moken tribe on the
west coast of Thailand. Theirs is a nomadic, sea-based culture; they can see dolphins seventy-
five feet underwater. Early one morning in 2004, they observed that the waters were receding
and that fish were leaping up and down. Their leaders quickly discerned a great disruption in the
order of their world. The Moken fled the area and survived the horrific tsunami that engulfed that
part of Southeast Asia. O’Murchu marvels at their indigenous wisdom that we moderns have
lost. “It was immersion in the Earth, not escape from it, that defined our sacredness,” he wrote.
“The Earth itself was perceived to be a living organism pulsating with the heartbeat of God.”—In
even the earliest manifestations of religion, there are stories and practices in which certain living
people visit the spirit world, indicating belief in life beyond this one. James George Frazer, a
father of modern anthropology, studied the concept of immortality among primal peoples in
North America, Asia, and Oceania. In all three places, people believe there are two different
souls or spirits. They make the distinction between a “free soul” that leaves the body during a
dream or trance and a “body soul” that stays behind. They also distinguish between a life soul
that provides vitality for the body and a “death soul” that is freed at death.The ultimate fate of
souls varies in these religions, and there are no distinctions between heaven and hell, or Nirvana
and the cycle of reincarnation. Souls might be reborn or not, or may fail a trial of ordeals and
never reach the land of the dead. The manner of one’s death might affect one’s fate in the
afterlife as well. On one island in Micronesia, lots were drawn among the living to decide
whether the soul would continue to exist in felicitous circumstances or disappear from both the
living and the dead by being smashed between two rocks.In some belief systems, pleasant or
unpleasant afterlives served as rewards or punishments for a person’s behavior during earthly



life, an early manifestation of what would become powerful teachings on salvation and
damnation in religions such as Islam and Christianity. But what was considered good or evil
conduct varied considerably. Frazer recorded several ways in which one’s fate could be decided:
only those Fiji warriors who had killed and eaten many enemies could achieve paradise, while
everybody else went underwater to Murimuria, where the dead pounded mud with clubs.
Bachelors were prone to get caught by monsters and have their souls smashed on rocks.
Women who did not have tattoos were tortured.What was considered to be sinful and what
constituted an appropriate punishment may seem bizarre or amusing to us. Why these were
matters of such great importance may not be something we can comprehend, but what is clear
is that sin can be socially constructed to fulfill some purpose.Different fates based on this life
could also be the result of social status, which would be galling to most of us. The afterlife could
be the abode of aristocrats, with souls of commoners being destroyed by death. Sometimes
aristocrats got to go upward to heaven while commoners went down to hell under the earth. We
find many of these characteristic beliefs among the Mapuche, an indigenous people living in the
far reaches of Argentina and Chile who remained independent until the late nineteenth century.
The Museo Chileno de Arte Precolombino in Santiago has a display of chemamulles, small
wooden statues that the ancient Mapuche placed on the tombs of their loved ones. The
chemamulles assisted the spirits of the deceased in their journey to the afterlife. Warriors and
chiefs went east to roam in Kalfu Mapu, a blue land of volcanoes. Everybody else headed west
to eat bitter potatoes beyond the sea. Interestingly, there is some evidence that sweet potatoes
had been introduced into the Mapuche diet around 700 ce by travelers from Polynesia. Thus the
common folk’s fate of eating bitter potatoes seems punitive, although the fate of the head
honchos does not seem altogether attractive, either. In any case, neither group is transported to
another world.Indeed, there is no distinct line between this world and some other in the
worldview of primal peoples, unlike what we find in historical religions where the line is clear and
definitive. The land of the dead, the world beyond, may for primal believers be distant or close,
hidden by rocks, beyond the sea, in our universe or a parallel one. People did not have to be
dead to visit the Ghost Land, although as the inhabitants of the island of Yap have it, we are
losing our ability to do so, for we have lost the secret of ascent.—I encountered people who have
made otherworldly journeys in many religions, as well as in the contemporary paranormal
practice of out-of-body experience. Such exploration dates back thousands of years. In the
caves of Lascaux, there is an Ice Age–era painting of a wounded bison and a dead man who
may be a shaman in a trance. And the bird on top of a pole might refer to the ascension and
flight of shamans. Such early visual art may have portrayed not only hunting and fertility figures
but also transcendence of death.The shaman is a special character in primal religions, a spiritual
savant who perceives spiritual reality directly, and in turn affects physical reality through spiritual
means, such as healing the sick through exorcism. He—or she, as a shaman is often a woman—
makes contact with the parallel universe through a trance, summoning spirits to this world and
traveling to the spirit realm. Performing for an individual, family, or tribe, the shaman enacts



symbolic encounters with death, through seizures, illness, or ritual.Cave painting of bird-headed
man at LascauxAmong the Inuit, there is a process called “soul pursuit,” made necessary by the
loss of various spirits, or souls, in a human. A family might request a shaman to heal a loved one
who has lost her soul, and the shaman searches, recovers, and reinstalls it in her body. There
are Australian tribes where the shaman is dismembered by spirits in a dark cave, after which he
ascends to the sky with the help of magic crystals. Iglulik Inuit shamans journey down to the
ocean floor to placate the erratic mother of sea creatures who rules over the dead. Among the
peoples of the Altai Mountains in Mongolia, the shaman flies up through the smoke hole in his
tent or climbs a pole in a symbolic ascent through the seven levels of heaven.In the 1960s,
American anthropologist Ellen Basso lived among a tribe in central Brazil, the Kalapalo. Their
shamans undergo rigorous training and are invested in a public ceremony. In their rituals, they
“sing into being” powerful figures who were present at the beginning of things. They then reenact
the mythical relationship between these beings and humans. Kalapalo shamans use their power
for good, although there are also witches who use it for evil, for which they may be killed. As in
other primal religions, Kalapalo shamans journey beyond the earthly realm, to the sky village
near the sunrise where their powerful ancestors, the Dawn People, dwell.Basso gives us a rare
glimpse of a primal people’s version of the afterlife. After death and burial, the shadow of the
deceased makes a goodbye visit to her family, eating food they have prepared for her. She then
travels eastward toward the sunrise, up into the sky to the village of the dead. A relative there
helps her to navigate a slippery bridge after which she comes to a central plaza where she
meets Sakufenu, whose body is the source of all people. Sakufenu nurses new souls until they
are strong enough to join others. Souls do not have to work for their food in this heaven, as there
is a magical silo in the plaza, so they are free to sing and dance into eternity.—Black Elk was a
Lakota Sioux shaman who straddled primal and modern worlds. His visions took him to the sky-
world that is the destination of the Lakota after death. At the age of nine he was taken by thunder
beings to the world beyond, where he met the grandfathers from the four quarters of the
universe, the earth, and the sky. They gave Black Elk powerful gifts of healing and spiritual
insight: a cup of sky, the power of life; a cleansing wind and herbs of power; a peace pipe, and
the friendship of the wings of the air, the winds, and the stars. Black Elk also received a bright
red stick that burst forth with leaves, branches, and singing birds. It stands at the center of the
Lakota sacred hoop, their circle of life.The ancient grandfather of the east gave him courage to
face the troubles that his people were to encounter. A great voice told Black Elk to join a
gathering of his people, who were dying, and to place the red stick at the center of his people’s
hoop, the sacred circle of their community. The voice declared the hoop to be holy and endless,
and directed the people to take to the road, where the grandfathers would walk with them. But
the way was difficult; their hoop was breaking and their holy tree was dying. Chaos ensued, but
Black Elk, with his new powers, drew the sky horses together into a great hoop around a
magnificent black stallion. The stallion sang, all creation danced, and the universe grew
silent.Black Elk found himself on the highest mountain, above the whole hoop of the world. He



received a revelation of the sacred order of things: “While I stood there I saw more than I can tell
and I understood more than I saw, for I was seeing in a sacred manner the shapes of all things in
the spirit, and the shape of all shapes as they must live together like one being. And I saw that
the sacred hoop of my people was one of many hoops that made one circle, wide as daylight
and as starlight, and in the center grew one mighty flowering tree to shelter all the children of
one mother and one father. And I saw that it was holy.”Black Elk continued to have visions of his
people and their travails, and revelations of the true nature of things, which he saw as darkened
dreams, shadows cast on the earth from the bright heavens. He practiced as a medicine man
and cured the sick, although he declared his power to be from “the outer world”; that “the visions
and ceremonies had only made me like a hole through which the power could come.”After a
jarring interlude during which he goes on a road show to England, performing for Wasichus
(greedy people), Black Elk returned to find his people broken and exiled after the Black Hills
Treaty of 1889. He learned the Ghost Dance, a ceremony said to bring back dead Indians, return
the buffalo, and restore the native way of life. When he danced, he saw the sacred hoop of his
people and a beautiful flowering tree. He had entered the land of the departed, but his people
sent him back to earth. There he saw that the dancing people were silent, and the tree dead. He
had failed to follow his great vision, and not long after there came the massacre at Wounded
Knee.Black Elk recounted his story “as from a lonely hilltop.” “I, to whom so great a vision was
given in my youth . . . you see me now a pitiful old man who has done nothing, for the nation’s
hoop is broken and scattered. There is no center any longer, and the sacred tree is dead.” But he
remained faithful to the vision, “for such things are of the spirit, and it is in the darkness of their
eyes that men get lost.”Black Elk took no credit for his extraordinary experiences. They were gifts
from the powers that ordered his universe, he said, and his part in that order was to be open to
where they led him, to life beyond and back again.Part IIAncient ReligionsfourAn Imagined
WorldYou save the one in the netherworld.• A priest of Amun, c. 1330 bceIn Egypt, early
glimmers of hope for life beyond are found in Neolithic graves stocked with provisions. Beginning
around 2200 bce, there is evidence of beliefs about divinity and the afterlife in the ancient
pyramid texts. Still, ancient Egypt, as archaeologist Barry Kemp confesses, is very much an
imagined world: “The more I try to make sense of the facts, the more what I write is
speculative.”Egyptian religion was a rich tapestry of beliefs rooted in nature, with myriad figures
and overlapping, sometimes contradictory stories. The sky was a goddess, and the earth a god,
as was their ruler: Horus, “the one on high.” Rituals dating back to the third millennium bce did
not feature humans reaching for the gods; instead priests played the roles of gods, uttering their
sacred words. Through such rituals the pharaoh, the god/king, maintained the cosmic order, the
daily passage of sun and yearly flooding of the Nile.Although much of Egyptian religion remains
a mystery, belief and practice regarding a life beyond were from the beginning its most
pronounced feature. At its heart is the myth of Isis and her devoted husband, the beneficent king
Osiris. After Osiris’s evil brother Seth killed him and scattered parts of him all over Egypt, Isis
found all but his phallus, which had been thrown into the Nile. She put Osiris back together along



with an artificial penis and restored him to life through mummification. Alas, mummification could
not bring back Osiris’s powers of regeneration, so Isis impregnated herself with his relics and
gave birth to Horus.Osiris became lord of the underworld, while Horus stayed on earth to fight
Seth, and ultimately prevailed. The Pharaoh was seen as both Horus and Osiris, avatar of this
world and of the next. As Horus, he was obliged to govern the living well; as Osiris, the dead. The
priests of Osiris accompanied the pharaoh to the afterlife and were actually more powerful than
he. They decided who would attain immortality: those who amassed wealth to bring along, those
who had proper funerals involving ritual mummification and burial, and those who had observed
correct behavior.By the second millennium bce, there is clear documentation of religious belief
in an afterlife. Stories, hymns, and a body of literature known as wisdom texts explore the nature
of divinity as well as the relationships among the gods, morality, and human social conditions. In
considering the afterlife, the wisdom texts suggest that there might be consequences for good
and bad behavior, which led to the emergence of moral values and the idea of a final judgment.
This was a signal development in the history of religion: we humans came to see ourselves as
part of a moral universe. But already there was a sense we might need a messiah to bring about
our salvation. As a priest of Amun wrote around 1330 bce: “You came to save me . . . you save
the one in the netherworld . . . you are the one who comes from afar.”—There are sources
besides texts—tombs, mummification, funerary objects—that help us understand Egyptian
belief about the afterlife, which was not so much a separate world as a continuation of this one.
Spells found in pyramid texts describe pyramids as ladders for the pharaoh to ascend to heaven,
made for him by his father Ra (associated with Horus). They were constructed according to
geographical and astral features, as at Giza, where the pyramid complex was laid out in the
directions of the compass and lined up with stars that represented immortality. Eventually, stars
that periodically rose and set in the sky—stars that never rested—came to symbolize
regeneration, guiding the dead toward immortality. The tombs themselves were symbols of
prosperity and harmony between this world and the next, full of supplies for a life that was clearly
expected to be physical, and pleasurable.Egyptian burial practices have been reconstructed
from tombs and their contents. As far back as the third millennium bce mummification was an
essential practice, reflecting the belief that survival of the body is essential to survival of the soul.
The process began with the removal of internal organs, which were placed in jars representing
the four sons of Horus. The heart was mummified and put back into the body, while the brain
was discarded as being unimportant. This is both amusing and ironic to those of us living in the
age of expanded consciousness, rooted in our brains—they may be all we’ll need to survive in
future times when death may not be so final.But the Egyptians counted on the survival of the
body, and that would require manual labor. Dating from the early second millennium bce,
mummy-like figurines were included in tombs to assist their owner in the afterlife, many inscribed
with a spell to bring them to life as needed. At first, just one servant was installed in a tomb, but
eventually burials contained one for each day of the year. There were commercial models, too:
little granaries, breweries, bakeries, and butcher shops. For further provisioning, there might be



a “soul house” at the entrance to the tomb shaft, where offerings to the dead could be made by
loved ones left behind.Rituals were as important in ensuring immortality as tombs or
mummification. They acted out processes such as revivification, imparting new life after death.
Spells mirroring the rituals of royal funerals guided the deceased to the final resting place.
Properly enacted funeral rituals would inspire the mummy to make the voyage to Abydos in
Upper Egypt, the sacred area belonging to Osiris. This accounts for the boat models included in
tombs; they symbolized that final journey, or perhaps conveyed the soul to its next life.—The
ancient Egyptians believed that a person had various forms: a body, which was not expected to
rise physically from the dead; a shadow that we would call a soul; and one’s name, which was
the form of soul that would exist as long as one was remembered. The heart contained emotion,
will, and thought, and its mummification ensured their survival.The ka was the spiritual aspect of
a human that could exist after death through a surrogate, an image of the deceased such as a
statue or painting on the tomb wall. The ka’s house was the tomb with the mummified body in a
sarcophagus, although it could also dwell in the sky. The ka still needed food, drink, clothes,
even entertainment—thus the provisions supplied through models, images, and spells. Such
efforts to ensure the physical survival of the ka’s surrogates are unique among the world’s
religions; soon enough we would separate the soul from the body.Only slightly less mystifying
than the ka is the ba, another part of the soul that represents the personality and power of the
individual and can fly between the tomb and the world beyond. In early times only the pharaoh
had a ba, so that he could become divine after death; later the nobility and royal bureaucrats
acquired bas so as to participate in the afterlife. As for common people, they eventually gained
access as well: texts found inside coffins describe the concern a god has for the poor as well as
the rich, taking care of them by sending them winds and floods, a care that may have continued
through the passage of death and beyond.Finally, there is the akh, the transfigured person in the
afterlife, which maintained the person’s identity. One became an akh as the result of proper
burial rituals and continued to play a part in lives of the living who made offerings to them with
pleas for help. The grim alternative to achieving akh status was to be dead forever.As religious
belief evolved over time, more and more people became eligible for an afterlife, and the idea of
final judgment of the individual took root in Egyptian thought. If one was not royal, one would
need to be morally upright. In the judgment hall, the heart of the deceased, its seat of
intelligence, would be weighed on the scales of justice, to be deemed worthy of joining Osiris or
being devoured by the monster Ammut. Some accounts tell of a series of challenges—such as
gates guarded by demons, caverns, and threatening spirits—that the deceased must face
before reaching the judgment hall. In others the challenges come after judgment as he makes
his way to the afterlife. By the sixteenth century bce, help was available in The Book of Going
Forth by Day, a compilation of ancient funeral practices, helpful spells, and instructions on how
to reach the afterlife and to live in the day, not just at night like ghosts.And what did the afterlife
hold for an ancient Egyptian? There was some variation depending on which cult one practiced
and when one lived. Some looked forward to Ma’ati, a land presided over by Ma’at, goddess of



justice and faith whom only the pure of heart could see. For reasons that remain mysterious, the
departed brought with them flames and crystal scepters and buried them there. A more common
version was A’aru, the Field of Reeds, a perfected reflection of this life, although not so perfect if
you hadn’t brought servants with you to do the work, or if you were one of the servants, as the
earthly social order remained intact. But earthly life was seen as worth living forever. One could
look forward to bountiful harvests, to banquets where “cakes of Osiris” were served, and to
floating on the Lake of Flowers, fanned by pleasant breezes. One would live forever with family,
friends, pets, and with Osiris and the other Egyptian gods.—In contrast to the texts left by the
Egyptians, those of the Sumerians, who arrived in Mesopotamia around 3300–3000 bce, are a
treasure trove describing fantastic sights and experiences in the abodes of the gods.An ancient
story of the Sumerian afterlife, from the second millennium bce, is that of Adapa, a famous
exorcist whose powers were held to be comparable to the king’s, and a trustworthy guide to the
afterlife. Adapa goes fishing one day, and the wind overturns his boat. In a fury he breaks the
wings of the wind. The Sky God Anu is angry and orders Adapa brought to him. Fortunately,
Adapa is protected by Ea, the god of water, who instructs him to be humble and unkempt, and
seemingly in mourning. Ea meanwhile tells the gatekeepers of heaven that Adapa is grieving for
them. Thus when Adapa arrives, they receive him warmly and send a good account of him to
Anu, who in turn extends to him the hospitality of heaven. Adapa is given clothes and oil, as well
as bread and the water of life, which will make him immortal. But Ea has told him not to eat or
drink in heaven, and in being obedient to Ea Adapa violates Anu’s hospitality and loses his
chance at immortality. Alas, so does the rest of humanity.There are similarities between the story
of Adapa and that of Adam and Eve, who lose immortality as a result of succumbing to the
temptation of forbidden knowledge. Adam and Eve are granted moral discernment, while Adapa
acquires great knowledge, and they all are granted clothes. (Unfortunately, the Sumerian text
breaks off at this point, so we do not know how Adapa later fared, but both stories teach us that
we cannot live forever.)—The Sumerian Gilgamesh epic is the oldest recorded story about
human life beyond death in the Western world, dating back as far as 2100 bce. While the
pharaohs stepped up into the sky that humans shared with the gods and Adapa passed through
a gate into a different realm, the hero Gilgamesh roamed an expanded universe with three
domains: the heaven of the gods, the earth of humans, and the underworld. Gilgamesh’s story
served as a guide to the grieving in Mesopotamia, where the prevailing attitude toward death
was one of resignation. There may have been some notions about an afterlife, but there was no
system for reward and punishment that would have provided different experiences for different
people. It was nothing but a house of dust.Gilgamesh was fashioned in part by gods, so he was,
weirdly enough, two-thirds god and one-third mortal. He was an impetuous, violent man whose
behavior concerned both gods and men, and his trials recorded in the epic served as his
education for ruling his kingdom of Uruk. The gods made a twin/friend for Gilgamesh named
Enkidu, who lived wild among animals until he was initiated into human sexuality and lost his
ability to speak with them. He was educated to become a worthy companion for the king, and



they grew close.The epic (of which there are many versions) tells of the adventures (not all
heroic) through which the two bound their friendship. Their pillaging angers the goddess Inanna,
and to make things worse Gilgamesh kills her special bull and spurns her amorous advances.
He clearly prizes the male realm of war and adventure over the female realm of marriage and
family, and to accept her proposals might trap him in the underworld. Inanna vows that either
Gilgamesh or Enkidu should die. Enkidu succumbs to illness, but before dying he dreams of his
final destination, the House of Dust, from which there is no return. There he finds priests of
purification and of ecstasy, Ereshkigal, the Queen of the Netherworld, and other gods. Its human
inhabitants, who wear garments of feathers, live in darkness, drink dirt, and eat clay. All around
are heaps of royal crowns of mighty rulers who now wait on Anu, the father of the gods, and
Enlil, the god of storms and of destiny, serving them cooked meats and sweets and cool water.
When Enkidu dies and reaches the underworld, he turns into a birdlike creature, a sign that he
has become a ghost.Gilgamesh observes the rites for honoring the dead: He lays aside his good
clothes and head coverings and allows himself to become dirty and unkempt. He fasts and
flagellates himself and performs ceremonies of purification before returning to his normal ways.
But he is still grief-stricken at the loss of Enkidu and sets out to find the land of immortality.
Traveling westward, Gilgamesh tunnels through the underground realm where the sun travels at
night, crosses the corrosive sea of mortality, and struggles toward the ends of the earth where
Utnapishtim, the flood hero, resides. This Noah-like character and his wife are the only humans
ever to have been granted immortality by the gods, for having saved human and animal life in
their great boat. Gilgamesh undergoes trials and fails the test of staying awake for six days and
seven nights. Alas, he is unfit for eternal wakefulness. Only gods live forever: humans can
become wise but not immortal.fiveThe Realm of Endless LightThe soul of the Righteous . . . has
the feeling of abiding in the middle of plants and breathing fragrances. It feels an intensely
fragrant wind blowing from the south.• from the HadokhtFrom Mesopotamian otherworld
travelers we turn to Zoroastrianism, the official religion of Persia from 600 bce to 650 ce. Its
founder, Zoroaster, was appointed to preach the truth by the god Ahura Mazda, creator of the
spiritual and the material worlds and sovereign lawgiver in his kingdom of justice. Ahura Mazda
was surrounded by beings called Beneficent Immortals who represented godly qualities and led
humans to Ahura Mazda, bringing the spiritual and material worlds close together. But there was
an ongoing challenge to this order in the person of Angra Mainyu.In the beginning, there had
been a great convocation of the offspring of Ahura Mazda where the Beneficent Immortals freely
chose to be in favor of life, while Angra Mainyu chose the opposite. These choices were the
origin of good and evil, which informed two dominions: one of justice and truth and one of lies.
Every individual human and spirit was required to choose freely which to belong to, and the
decision was a final one. The result was a universe of warring dominions, but in the end Ahura
Mazda would prevail over Angra Mainyu, thereby ending both moral and cosmic
dualism.Zoroaster’s teachings were based on this cosmic history, addressing death, judgment,
and the afterlife, as well as the significance of our every thought, deed, and word for our ultimate



reward or punishment. As humanity made moral progress, it would cease to be interested in
food. Eating was associated with dying, so giving up food meant perfecting oneself, becoming
free from digestion and corruption, and this freedom signaled the ascent to immortality.
Purification took place at individual death as well. Corpses were left out in the sun, first on stone
outcroppings but later in a high enclosure called a tower of silence. The body belonged in the air,
not in the ground with demons who, according to the Law Against the Demons, would “rush . . .
to defile him from the nose of the dead, from the eye, from the tongue, from the jaws, from the
sexual organ, from the hinder parts.” Such an unfortunate person would be unclean forever. A
year in the sun led to a much more felicitous fate: the body would eventually be resurrected.In
Mesopotamian belief, even before Zoroastrianism, the soul hovered around the corpse for three
days before beginning its journey to the next life. First it would travel to the Bridge of the
Requiter, where the person’s deeds would be weighed in a balance, and the soul would have to
make its way across the bridge. For evildoers, the bridge would become so narrow that falling
was inevitable. A soul might also meet its own deeds through its daena, or conscience, which
would appear as a beautiful maid or an ugly hag who guided the soul to its proper reward or
punishment.Zoroastrians believed that souls would be judged by Ahura Mazda, and sent either
to the kingdom of everlasting joy and light or to the region of horror and darkness. Those who
had chosen evil would be condemned not only by Ahura Mazda but by their own consciences as
well. “Thus does the evil one’s conscience forfeit the assurance of the straight path; His Soul
stripped naked shall be afraid at the Bridge.”At the end of time, the forces of good and evil would
do battle, and good would triumph. All souls would have been punished sufficiently in the time
since their death, and there would be a general resurrection on the great day of Pahlavi. The
Zoroastrian resurrected body would be spiritual and perfected. This notion of a resurrected body
is mysterious, or at least paradoxical—how can the decidedly physical body become spiritual?
The nature of the resurrected body would be described in various ways in later religions, but to
date there is no clear consensus among believers.—For a firsthand account of the Zoroastrian
afterlife, we look to the Righteous Viraz, whose story originated in ancient times, reached its final
form in the tenth century ce, and is charmingly depicted in the late-eighteenth-century Rylands
Persian Manuscript. The story is rooted in a tradition predating Zoroastrianism, in which
brotherhoods of warriors underwent shamanistic ecstasies and made journeys to a heaven full
of ritual singing. Zoroaster targeted these brotherhoods for reform, but such practices continued,
including the use of various drugs to unite the traveler with the Beneficent Immortals in an
ecstatic union that would yield knowledge beyond perception and language.In Zoroastrian
tradition, a righteous seer could serve as a link to the afterlife, giving the living a glimpse of what
lay ahead. Viraz is elected by an assembly of priests to test the truth of Zoroastrian faith by
taking a seven-day trip beyond, during which time his body will be watched over by his seven
sister-wives and the priests of Ahura Mazda. After saying farewell to his sister-wives, Viraz
makes out a will and performs funeral rituals for himself. He then lies in a fire temple, perfumed
and clothed in new garments, and drinks a potion of wine and henbane.The soul of Viraz leaves



his body and is met by divine guides. They take three steps, corresponding to good thoughts,
words, and deeds, to the Bridge of the Requiter. Viraz stays there until the third day, as do all
righteous souls who spend the first three nights beside their bodies rejoicing in liberation. At the
end of the third night, he has “the feeling of abiding in the middle of plants and breathing
fragrances. [He] feels an intensely fragrant wind blowing from the south. The soul of the
Righteous breathes this wind through [his] nostrils.”Viraz then meets his daena, who is, due to
his own virtue, great, good, victorious, without blemish, and she smells nice. He crosses the
Bridge, which has grown wide to accommodate him, and is granted a vision of the god Rashn. In
the Rylands Manuscript, Viraz waits patiently as his deeds are weighed in a golden balance in
his hand. He goes on to purgatory, where people whose deeds were equally good and bad
undergo alternating waves of heat and cold as they await resurrection. He is then guided to the
three levels of heaven: the stars where those who had good thoughts dwell; the moon, for those
who spoke good words; and the sun, for those who did good deeds.The fourth level is the realm
of endless light, the paradise of Ahura Mazda, where Viraz finds a place already prepared for
him. He is introduced to courtiers of the sovereign god—including Zoroaster—and finally to
Ahura Mazda himself, who orders that he be shown the rewards for the good and the
punishments for the wicked. Viraz encounters the souls who make it to heaven: for example,
people who have killed lots of reptiles and women who have “satisfied their husbands and lords,
and were submissive, respectful, and obedient to them.” These virtuous souls can be seen in the
manuscript enjoying themselves in a heavenly garden. Viraz also learns that no tears should be
shed for the departed, as they flow into an afterlife river, swelling it so that it is difficult for souls to
cross.The second part of Viraz’s story reveals the starkly dualistic Zoroastrian cosmos in which
Ahura Mazda is opposed to Angra Mainyu. Accordingly, paradise is opposed to hell, good to evil,
and this dualism is expressed in fragrant vs. foul scents. Viraz returns to the Bridge and is
overwhelmed by a frigid stinking wind that blows from the direction of Angra Mainyu and his
demons. In this evil wind Viraz sees his own daena “in the form of a naked whore, rotten, filthy,
with crooked knees, with projecting buttocks.”Illustration of the Righteous Viraz from the Rylands
Persian Manuscript 41The structure of hell mirrors that of heaven, with four underground levels.
Sinners suffer for deeds that to us might not warrant damnation. Along with the usual apostates
and witches, Viraz sees women who had touched water and fire while menstruating, and people
who had peed standing up. There is a pervasive emphasis on pollution, accompanied by great
olfactory and gustatory woe—indeed, the damned are all gorging themselves on excrement. The
Rylands Manuscript provides vivid depictions of such punishments—one shows people being
eaten by demons for not wearing a sacred girdle, another a woman being hung upside down for
disobeying her husband. The very bottom is Angra Mainyu’s hell, for the most abominable
sinners, such as a woman who licks a red-hot oven for having been sharp-tongued and not
consenting to sex with her husband, and women who wore makeup.Eventually, Viraz is led back
to Ahura Mazda, and his journey culminates in a vision of the divinity as pure light. He then
returns to this world to recount his tale.—Zoroastrian thought was widely influential from the mid-



third century bce to the mid-third century ce, a time of greatly enhanced communication enabled
by the international use of the Greek language and the flourishing of both the Roman and
Persian empires. The resulting cosmopolitanism enabled religions to spread and to influence
each other. The Persians ruled over the Hebrews for two hundred years, and thus there would
have been contact between their two religions, particularly during the Babylonian Captivity of
597–539 bce. Certainly, there are many common elements in Zoroastrian and Jewish theology.
Both feature a personal God, revealed by prophets, whom humans will ultimately encounter face-
to-face. They tell similar stories of a dualistic cosmos, of cosmic battles between good and evil,
of travelers to the world beyond. And both look forward to final, bodily resurrection, and a
communal afterlife.sixAs Though It Were a DreamSouls of Poets dead and goneWhat Elysium
have ye known . . .• John KeatsThe origin of ideas about the afterlife among ancient Greeks and
Romans lay in the division of the kingdom of Kronos by his triumphant sons. Zeus took the sky,
Poseidon the sea, Hades the underworld, and they shared the earth and its inhabitants. Over the
course of time and the spread of Greek civilization, various notions of the gods and the afterlife
emerged in myths, epics, essays, and philosophical and travel writing. The evidence shows
conflicting views of what the Greeks believed happens after death. Is there a shade that
separates from the body? If so, where does it go? Does it retain its individual identity? Does its
fate depend on the life it lived on earth? What will the afterlife be like? And what role do the gods
play in the fate of humans?—a question that gave rise to stories still bursting with life.The Iliad
and the Odyssey were composed in the eighth century bce. They described the Greek gods as
living in a world seemingly as real as ours, and often manifesting themselves to us. As writer
Roberto Calasso describes it, “The gods of Olympus agreed to appear as entirely human. It was
the first time a group of divinities had renounced abstraction and animal heads.” They would visit
us as “Unknown Guests” and feast with us at important weddings; go adventuring with our young
men and ravish our young women. And we would visit them: there were tales of ascents to
heavenly realms and a vast body of myths and mysteries that described the gloomy
underground realm of Hades, some with maps to find the way.There was also articulate
opposition to any notion of life after death among various schools of Greek philosophy. Epicurus
was adamant: non fui, fui, non sum, non curo: I was not; I was; I am not; I do not suffer. There was 
no reason to be afraid: “The most terrifying of evils, death, is nothing to us, since when we exist,
death is not present. But when death is present, then we do not exist. It is nothing, then, either to
the living or to the dead, since concerning the former it does not exist, and concerning the latter,
they no longer exist.” The Stoics (beginning in the third century bce) were more willing to
speculate. They believed that “the soul is both corporeal and survives death; but it is perishable,
while that of the universe is imperishable. . . . Cleanthes believes that all souls exist until the
Conflagration, but Chrysippus that only the souls of the wise remain.”Fortunately, such gloomy
perspectives did not dissuade the Greeks from imagining life beyond and devising ways to get
there. The mystery cult of Demeter held out the promise that its devotees would fare well in the
afterlife. The cult was grounded in the story of Demeter, goddess of fertility and the harvest, and



her daughter Persephone, who was kidnapped by Hades, the ruler of the underworld. Demeter
was able to free her for six months every year, rendering the earth fertile during that time. She
was in mourning for her daughter for the other six months, and the earth lay fallow. The story
reflects not only the cycle of seasons but also the ritual concern for the dead, and it inspired the
Eleusinian Mysteries. These involved the use of a barley brew to produce an altered state of
mind, sacred processions, and purification rituals—all designed to provide the initiate with an
experience of overcoming death and being reborn. As the Hymn of Demeter tells it, “Happy is he
among men upon earth who has seen these mysteries; but he who is uninitiated and who has no
part in them never has a lot of good things once he is dead, down in the darkness and gloom.”—
Homer was the father of a long Western literary tradition about travel to other worlds. In the
eleventh book of The Odyssey, Odysseus is ordered by Circe, goddess of magic, to travel to the
underworld to consult the prophet Tiresias about his future. Guided by Circe, he crosses the
river Oceanus and digs a trench on the shore into which he pours various libations as well as the
blood of a sheep he has sacrificed. Swarms of “poor feckless ghosts” surround him, and
Odysseus allows them to feed on the blood for strength to speak. One is Tiresias, and he
promises Odysseus that although the journey will be arduous, he will reach his home in Ithaca,
and “your life shall ebb away very gently when you are full of years and peace of mind, and your
people shall bless you.”Scores of other figures appear, and Odysseus’s trip to the underworld
becomes a tale of encounters with the dead; we are given no glimpse of what it might be like
there. When he does describe a setting it is the backdrop of a vision of a particular person such
as Minos in his spacious house, attended by ghosts as he sits in judgment on the dead, or
Tantalus standing in a lake that dries up whenever he attempts to drink, or Sisyphus endlessly
rolling his rock up the hill only to have it thunder down again.The most touching passage tells of
Odysseus meeting his mother, Anticlea. It is steeped in the longing to be reunited with lost loved
ones that lies at the heart of human imaginings of life to come. They speak of his wanderings, of
family, and how Anticlea died pining for her son. He ponders this in his heart and tries to
embrace her, but she slips through his arms, saying: “All people are like this when they are dead.
The sinews no longer hold the flesh and bones together; these perish in the fierceness of
consuming fire as soon as life has left the body, and the soul flits away as though it were a
dream.”Orpheus traveled to the underworld as well, a story full of love and, once again, loss.
Celebrated as the greatest of poets and musicians, he could charm beasts, move trees to
dance, and cause rivers to change course. At their wedding, his bride Eurydice fell into a nest of
vipers and died from a bite on her heel. Orpheus was overwhelmed when he found her body and
played such mournful music that even the gods wept. He made the journey beneath the earth
determined to bring Eurydice back. Hades and Persephone, moved by his music, allowed
Eurydice to follow Orpheus on condition that he not look at her until they had reached the land of
the living.But could a human lover obey such a command? When Orpheus reached daylight, he
anxiously glanced back at Eurydice, and she vanished forever. Thereafter Orpheus roamed the
earth, forsaking the company of men, playing piteous music on his lyre.Not everyone was



sympathetic to his plight, though. Plato’s Phaedrus excoriated him for being a coward, for trying
to bring Eurydice back to life rather than giving up his life to be with her in Hades. And he
suffered an awful death at the hands of a band of female followers of Dionysus who tore him limb
from limb.—We turn from stories of encounters with the afterlife to philosophy that seeks to
understand our nature and our fate. The Greek philosopher Plato, using the voice of his teacher
Socrates, advised that a great deal can be learned by thinking about death, for which philosophy
is a preparation. His philosophical concepts have had a profound effect on Western views of the
soul and of life before and after this one.In the Apology, Plato set forth his theory on the soul. He
argued that life and death are opposites, like waking and sleeping. And as waking leads to
sleeping and vice versa, so does life lead to death, and death to life. There must be something
even more basic, something that underlies these changes, and that is the soul.The soul
preexists our birth, and this accounts for what Plato called recollection, through which we have
innate knowledge of basic categories such as time and space: we have known before what we
learn in this life. Recollection is necessary for abstract thinking, forming ideas, and gaining
knowledge. Through recollection, thinking becomes a transcendent act. For Plato, this process
demonstrated the immortality of the soul.Plato’s ideas about immortality, based on logical
analysis, are clearly a departure from those that involved heroes and cultic ritual. There is a
world of difference between the mythical hero Odysseus, who fought with great cunning through
whatever it took to get home, and Plato’s philosopher in pursuit of wisdom. His ideas also
presented a challenge to the common belief, expressed in myth, that souls forgot everything
upon crossing the river Lethe on the way to rebirth.—The Phaedo, known to ancient readers as
On the Soul, reflects the profound dualism in Plato’s thought: our soul is of the invisible,
immortal, incorporeal realm, whereas our bodies are of the visible, mortal, corporeal realm, to be
discarded at death. Plato describes the journey of the soul, which was embodied as punishment
for a fall, but which still harbors an innate affinity for the divine. It longs to return to heaven to live
forever in ecstatic contemplation. “After having got rid of the foolishness of the body we shall be
pure and have converse with the pure, and know of ourselves the clear light everywhere, which
is no other than the light of truth . . . what is purification but the separation of the soul from the
body?”Plato envisions the soul as winged, capable of flying high to where the gods dwell, and
thereby nourished. But all souls fall back to earth eventually and as a result become embodied
as humans. At the end of the first life, souls follow a familiar path: they are tried and sent either to
prison beneath the earth or up to the heavens to pass their time in a manner worthy of the lives
they lived as mortals. But after a thousand years, both groups choose a second life. The soul can
pass into the life of a beast, and the soul of a beast can take human form. But a soul who has
never seen truth at all, who has never been in the company of gods, can never become human.
The soul who has lived a good life grows wings again, a process that takes about 10,000 years,
and is rewarded by reincarnation into the higher rank of human beings.However, those who have
chosen the life of the philosopher three times in a row have learned to separate the soul from the
body and to seek the divine. They have recollected “those things which in times past our soul



beheld when it travelled in the company of the gods, and looking high over what we now can
see, lifted up [their heads] into the region of eternal essence.” Thus they are able to reincarnate
in only three thousand years. The ranks of souls awaiting reincarnation, in order of privilege,
include kings, statesmen, doctors, prophets, and poets; after them come manual laborers,
sophists, and tyrants. Plato thought women were ontologically inferior, so they are ranked after
tyrants but, fortunately, before beasts. We have seen this before, and we will see it again
throughout the history of religion: the standard for human nature is male human nature, and
women are either denigrated for their feminine nature or ignored.At the end of the Phaedo, Plato
describes this common journey of humans toward the divine, pushing off from the earth into the
sky. If we can pass through its upper limit, like fish from the sea, we come into the realm of “the
true heaven, the true light and the true earth, for the earth here, these stones and the whole
region, are spoiled and eaten away.”—In the Phaedo, Plato explores his vision of life beyond in
universal terms, or at least universal male terms. In the tenth book of the Republic, he tells the
story of a particular man sent on a mission to reveal to humans the secrets of the afterlife. A
soldier named Er dies in battle and travels with other souls to a magnificent place where judges
decide the path of souls on the basis of how they lived their lives on earth. In a complex process,
the good souls are sent through a door to the sky, the bad through another to the earth. Two
other doors are for the return passage from the sky and the earth. Clean-looking souls emerge
from one, dirty souls from another.The clean and dirty souls gather on a plain and tell stories of
their last millennium. The clean tell of lovely sights and great happiness; the dirty speak of
torments tailored to their sins. Er is told to observe all this so he can report back to humankind.
After seven days, they all proceed to a place where the Sirens’ song echoes with the harmony of
the spheres, and they can see the whole universe, including the Spindle of Necessity and her
three daughters, the Fates.The souls, who were supposed to have learned the difference
between a good and an evil life, then choose their next lives. Er witnesses animals changing
forms and men changing into beasts: Orpheus chooses to become a swan. Er realizes that the
clean-looking souls from the sky, who have not been punished, sometimes make bad choices.
And the dirty-looking souls, who have been punished, sometimes make good choices: they have
learned from their suffering. The moral of the story is that a soul must live an examined life, in
whatever phase of existence, to turn its fate toward the good. There are echoes here of the
Phaedo: in each of our lives in this world, as well as during the periods of reward or punishment
in the afterlife, we are to grow wiser and more spiritual.Their choices having been made, the
souls are led to drink from the river Lethe, to forget their former lives. Having fallen asleep, they
speed upward like shooting stars to be reborn. Er does not drink from the river and returns to his
body, which has not decomposed during the time he has been traveling, and is now lying on a
funeral pyre. His fellow soldiers save him from the fire, and he tells his story of the afterlife to
them, and to us.—The Roman poet Horace wrote that “captive Greece took captive her savage
conqueror, and brought civilization to barbarous Latium.” The Greek influence on Roman culture
was profound, affecting everything from architecture to philosophy and religion and literature,



and was in turn transformed. The sixth book of Virgil’s Aeneid followed the form of book 11 of
Homer’s Odyssey, but Virgil’s Roman social context shaped his version of the next life. Cicero in
Scipio’s Dream had encouraged young Romans to become involved in politics and
administration, promising eternal reward to those dedicated to the welfare of others. In Virgil’s
day, as a result of the moral reforms of Caesar Augustus, such service to the state was regarded
as highly virtuous. Virgil wrote Aeneas’s witness of their rewards as proof that a glorious afterlife
was available not only to the rich and the well born but also to those who did the basic work of
the Empire. The gates of the afterlife had opened wider.Virgil also incorporated Platonic thought
into his vision of the afterlife by adding judgment to Homer’s Hades. The afterlife has become a
place with different fates for different souls. Heavenly reward or punishment according to one’s
way of life on earth points to an understanding of an individual self, one that will endure into the
next life.In The Aeneid, we find that the situation in the realm of the dead has become more
complex since Homer’s time. Not all are admitted. There is a realm for punishment, Tartarus, and
a realm for reward, Elysium. Aeneas has come to see his father, guided by the Cumaean Sibyl.
He arrives at the entrance, where dwell creatures like Fear and Diseases and Hunger, and
encounters the shades of those falsely accused and condemned to die, and those of dead
babies, crying piteously, consigned to remain forever just outside the gates. Aeneas crosses the
river Acheron, where the grim boatman Charon rejects the shades of the unburied, leaving them
to float and roam around for a hundred years. Once in the realm of the dead, he visits the Field
of Mourning for those unhappy in love, such as his abandoned Dido, and the most remote fields
where dwell the shades of fallen warriors.Aeneas then takes the road to Tartarus, a huge fortress
surrounded by a violent river, from which he hears dreadful sounds of suffering. The Sibyl
instructs Aeneas on sin and its punishments, which are so numerous that she cannot recount
them all. They come at last to Elysium, a brilliantly sunlit, verdant land much like Virgil’s native
Italian countryside. There dwell soldiers, priests, and learned men who had contributed greatly
to Roman society.
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K. N., “Worthy read. Loved this book! The author is clearly very well read, educated, and
therefore her writing comes across as responsibly researched and articulate. When I started
contemplating leaving the faith I was raised in as a child, the first thing that fell apart for me was
the concept of heaven and the afterlife. I found it fascinating to learn the various stories of what is
“Beyond” throughout history through the lens of other religions and spiritual practices. The
comprehensive insight here was very helpful in my journey. Highly recommend to anyone
embarking on a similar path of discovery or questioning.”

NYshamrock, “Interesting journey..... Much to think about, well written and captivating subject
matter. Heaven has always fascinated me and being a Christian, my hope is for always a
journey back home...called Heaven.”

Anne Marie M, “Great Read!. In this book Catherine Wolff takes up the most important question:
what is beyond our death. In her account, she diligently explores how various religions and
cultures have addressed the question but does not attempt to impose an answer. Rather, she
provides the backdrop necessary for one to arrive at his or her own conclusion. Her
comprehensive and entertaining exploration of humankind's efforts to explain the afterlife is a
must read for anyone interested in exploring heaven.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A great overview. Covers the range from West to East, from antiquity to the
present.  Well done, and recommended highly!”
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